Aldricus, whom Professor Neumeyer regards as the founder of the science of private international law, the questions of the conflict of laws should be decided with reference to the law which is" the more powerful and useful ". 5 Apparently the judge is to decide the case with reference to the law which shall bring about justice. The development of the conflict of laws reached its height in Italy in the fourteenth century through the genius of the greatest of all jurists of the middle ages-Bartol us of Sassoferrato (I3I4-I357)·
6
In France, however, difficulties in the conflict of laws arose between the inhabitants of the different provinces of a politically united kingdom. These questions seem to have come for decision before the Parliament of Paris and the Exchequer of Normandy as early as the thirteenth century.
7
In the sixteenth century the subject of the conflict of laws was given a profound stimulus in France by the opposing views of Dumoulin (rsoo-rs66) and D'Argentre (r5r9-I590). Dumoulin placed the emphasis upon the "personal" statute (lex domicilii) whereas D'Argentre, influenced by the feudal notions prevailing in his native Brittany, urged the claims of the " territorial " law (lex rei sitae). Froland, Boullenois, and Bouhier developed D'Argentre's doctrine in the eighteenth century. 8 The questions of the conflict of laws presented themselves under a still different aspect to the Dutch writers of the seventeenth century-Paul Voet (r6r9-r677), John Voet (r647-r7I4), and IDricus Huber (r636-r694). 9 In Italy they had been intermunicipal; in France, interprovincial; and in Holland they were looked upon for the first time as international. The Dutch provinces had just gained their independence. An extreme jealousy of their local rights existed between them. This fact, coupled with the growing commerce with foreign nations, caused them to regard the questions of the conflict of laws as arising between independs 2 NEUMEYER, op. cit. supra note 4, at 67. 
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STORY'S COMMENTARIES I7 ent sovereignties. This led to the announcement of the doctrine of the " territoriality " of law in a more absolute sense than that proposed by D' Argentre.
The most important authors belonging to the early German school of the conflict of laws are Cocceji (r644-r7r9) and Hert (r652-r7ro), Cocceji being the first German who attempted to establish a general theory of the conflict of laws.
The continental writers referred to, living as they did in different ages, in different countries, and under different conditions, naturally reflected the ideas of their times. The Italian writers employed the scholastic method of their day. D' Argentre reflected the feudal notions of his native land. The Dutch writers were under the influence of their great compatriot Grotius. Not only did the different schools-the Italian, French, Dutch, and German-differ from each other, but there was considerable variation in the views of the writers belonging to each school. However, they employed a common method in dealing with the problems of the conflict of laws, which is commonly called the " statutory " method. 10 They all started from the same premise. From first to last they examined the different laws-city laws in Italy, provincial laws in France, or the laws of the particular states in Germany-to ascertain whether they concerned persons, things, or acts. If it concerned persons, the enactment in question was known as a " personal " statute, governed by the law of the domicil. If it concerned things, it was known as a " real " statute, governed by the lex rei sitae. The term " mixed " statute was used by the different writers in various senses. Sometimes it had reference to acts and indicated that the lex loci controlled. Other writers employed it when the statute was deemed to refer partly to persons and partly to things. Whatever progress was made in the conflict of laws between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries on the continent was the result of the theoretical discussions mentioned. The courts contributed little, if any, to the development of the subject. The statutory theory was accepted in the legislation of the eighteenth century by the Maxi- The insufficiency of the statutory method is seen clearly from the arbitrary and contradictory conclusions to which it led. For example, the incapacity of a married woman to contract without the authorization of her husband, the incapacity of a minor to sell property, or the incapacity of a house-son to make a will, which would seem to affect the person, was held by some writers to relate to things, governed by the law of the situs. Again, if the law of the situs governs things because of the control the local law has over the property, why was movable property excepted from such rule and placed under the law of the domicil? Or, if the lex loci governs acts for the reason that the parties are temporary subjects of the state, why are they not so subject for all purposes? Why apply the lex domicilii with respect to persons? Assuredly, a particular law may affect at the same time persons and things or persons and acts. Any attempt, therefore, to solve the problems of the conflict of laws on the basis of a classification of laws into those affecting persons, things, or acts is bound to fail. The voluminous discussions of the writers on the conflict of laws prior -to Story are evidence of this fact. Story has referred to them in the following words: "Their works", he says," abound with theoretical distinctions, which serve little other purpose than to provoke idle discussions, and with metaphysical subtleties, which perplex, if they do not confound, the inquirer."
·
Problems of the conflict of laws did not come before the English courts before the middle of the eighteenth century. Since that time they have presented themselves in ever increasing number, particularly in consequence of the enormous expansion in trade since the early part of the nineteenth century. Moreover, a considerable number of disputes involving the conflict of laws came also before the courts of the United States. The result was that upwards of soo decisions by Anglo-American courts relating to this subject existed at the time Story wrote his Commentaries.
Characteristic of Anglo-American law has been its development by the courts and not by legal writers. In dealing with questions of the conflict of laws, however, the English courts, prior to Story, , Foreign Judgments (491-515), _Penal Laws and Offenses ( 5 I 6-2 2), Evidence and Proofs (52 3-3 2). Leaving out of consideration for the present the general maxims discussed in Chapter II, we find in Story's chapter headings the classifications which have been followed substantially by all writers since. Instead of discussing the problem of the conflict of laws under the -three traditional points of view of " personal ", " real ", and
20
HARVARD LAW REVIEW [Vol. 48 " mixed "statutes, Story grouped them with respect to the subject matter to which they related. The subject of domicil, which is covered in I I pages, presents the general characteristics which it has today in the United States. This statement is subject, however, to one or two important qualifications. As regards the domicil of married women, no exceptions were recognized in the time of Story to the general rule that a wife's domicil follows that of the husband. 11 In the matter of domicil of choice, Story held that a domicil so acquired would be retained until the acquisition of a new domicil facto et animo, except where a person abandons a domicil of choice with an intention to resume his native domicil, in which event the latter is reacquired in itinere, while he is on his way.
18
This modification of the general rule finds no support in the decisions of the courts of the United States today.
Under the title Capacity of Persons, Story discusses the topics generally dealt with by the civilians under the heading of Status and Capacity. The discussion includes not only the power of minors, married women, prodigals, and lunatics to contract and to transfer property, and the " capacity " to marry, but also the subject of legitimacy and illegitimacy and legitimation by subsequent marriage. Contrary to the civil law writers, Story holds that the American law looks to the lex loci as regards capacity to contract 19 and to marry/ 0 instead of to the law of the domicil. He justifies this rule on the grounds, (I) that the parties may be presumed to contract with reference to the law of the place where the contract was made and to be executed, and, ( 2) because of the certainty and simplicity in its application.
21
In the matter of marriage, an exception would doubtless be recognized, according to Story, in the case of incest and polygamy. Differing from the continental writers, Story has no chapter devoted to the " formalities " of legal transactions. In continental literature the maxim locus regit actum denotes that the law of the place where the act is executed governs its formal requisites. Story uses it in a broader sense and applies it to the nature, obligation, and interpretation of contracts. 24 The same rule governs the formal requisites of contracts, according to Story, even so far as they fall within the Statute of Frauds. 25 The erroneous notion introduced later by Leroux v. Brown/ 6 that the Statute of Frauds is procedural, and thus governed by the lex fori, finds no support in Story's Commentaries. As regards dispositions of land, inter vivos and by will, the law of the situs was held by Story to govern the formal requisites, 27 a doctrine early fixed in Anglo-American law. With respect to wills of personal property Story approved the general rule laid down by the courts that the law of domicil at the time of death controlled even in the matter of formal requisites.28 The rigidity of the Anglo-American law led later to a modification of this rule by statute. · Story favors the view, upon principles of public policy, that marriage should be governed by the law of the place of celebration, even in cases of evasion, " with a view to prevent the disastrous consequences to the issues of such a marriage ". 29 The incidents to marriage, especially the effect of marriage upon the property of the spouses, are stated by Story substantially as they would be today. As regards movables owned at the time of the marriage, he would apply the law of their matrimonial domicil, that is, the law of the state where they expected to make their home. Story says that the American decisions in support of the doctrine could be justified on the analogy to contracts by assuming a tacit matrimonial contract, " if it can be so treated ", which would be governed by the law of the place of performance, or, if governed by the municipal law, without reference to any tacit contract, Story felt that the application of the law of the future domicil was "equally capable of a solid vindication ".so In connection with the subject of divorce Story points out the Divorces, while not unknown in this country at the time, were not as easily obtained as they are today. The infrequency of foreign divorces is accounted for partly by the fact that married women at the time could not establish separate domicils. At the time of Story it was already the established law that the grounds for divorce were governed by the lex fori, and that a divorce obtained in a state in which both spouses had acquired a bona fide domicil would be recognized, even by the courts of the state in which the parties had their domicil at the time of the alleged offense, although there was no cause for divorce under the law of such state. The subject of contracts is developed at length by Story.
32
He deals with contracts in general and also with special classes of contracts, such as contracts relating to land, contracts for the purchase or sale of goods, and bills and notes. " Generally speaking," says Story, " the validity of a contract is to be decided by the law of the place, where it is made." 33 " Where the contract is either expressly or tacitly to be performed in any other place, there the general rule is, in conformity to the presumed intention of the parties, that the contract, as to its validity, nature, obligation, and interpretation, is to be governed by the law of the place of performance. This would seem to be a result of natural justice; and the Roman law has (as we have seen) adopted it as a maxim." 34 · Story cites in support of the proposition Voet, Huber, and Boullenois and states that it has the general consent of foreign jurists. Story's view regarding the law governing the validity of contracts where the place of performance and that of the place of making do not coincide has been followed by a large number of cases in the United States, but it has been rejected by the American Law Institute.
37
Movables at the time of Story were regarded everywhere as subject to the law of the owner's domicil. Mobilia sequuntur personam was an adage which expressed the rule in the conflict of laws since the early days when the question was discussed. " It has so general a sanction among all civilized nations", says Story, " that it may be treated as a part of the jus gentium."
38
Story admits, however, that the legislation of the place where the property is situated, having actual control over the res, has the power to dispose of it in accordance with its law, but queries how far courts of justice ought, upon their own authority, to interpose such a limitation, independently of legislation, " since the doctrine, which it unfolds, aims a direct blow at the soundness of the policy, on which the general rule, that personal property has no locality, is itself founded."
39 It was only in the second half of the nineteenth century that the importance of legal transactions relating to personal property produced a fundamental change in the point of view which led to the adoption of the rule that the law of the situs should control rights in movables as well as in immovables.
That rights in immovables were subject to the law of the situs has been established in Anglo-American law in a much more absolute sense than it ever was on the continent. Thus, it had become fixed law in the time of Story that it controlled in the matter of conveyancing, both the capacity of the parties, the formalities with which the deed must be executed, as well as the extent of the interest to be conveyed. 40 Likewise, the effect of marriage upon immovables, owned by the spouses at the time of marriage or subsequently acquired, and any other interest claimed in im- 
41
In the law of wills and succession the same principle was recognized, so that immovables would pass in case of intestacy to the heirs specified by the law of the situs. Wills disposing of immovable property had to conform to the law of the situs, both as to the capacity of the testator, the formaliti~s with which the will had to be executed, and the validity of the will in any other respect. 42 Movable property, on the other hand, would be distributed in case of intestacy in accordance with the law of the decedent's domicil at the time of his death. This law controlled also the formalities of such wills and their validity in other respects. 43 These characteristic features of the common law, settled already in the time of Story, have been modified since his day only, by statute, as regards the formal execution of wills, by liberalizing the rules relating thereto. On the continent, owing to the doctrine of universal succession, both movable and immovable property is frequently subject to the same law.
In the settlement of decedents' estates, likewise, a wide distinction is made between movable and immovable property. H The views announced by Story in this regard, as well as his observations relating to foreign guardianships, have remained the basic principles of our law.
In the chapter on Jurisdiction and Remedies, Story outlines the fundamental rules of jurisdiction which characterize AngloAmerican law and differ widely from the rules on the continent. Most important of these is the foundation of jurisdiction in personam upon mere personal service. Such jurisdiction is claimed not ·only as to citizens, but also as to foreigners who happen to be momentarily in the state, without reference to the place where the contract was made or to be performed, where the tort was committed or the like. With respect to jurisdiction over citizens domiciled abroad, " the extent of jurisdiction, which may be lawfully exercised over them in personam, is not so clear by acknowledged principles."
45 So far as such exercise of jurisdiction comes before the courts of the state in which such citizens are domiciled, " the At the time Story wrote, the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution had not been adopted, and the carrying on of interstate business by corporations had not taken the developments of today. There was no special reason, therefore, for a discussion of the problem of jurisdiction over foreign corporations and the abuses of imported litigation.
Regarding the Statute of Limitations, Story approves the view held by Huber, Paul Voet, and others, that it concerns the remedy and is thus subject to the lex fori. He takes issue with those foreign jurists who rega~d the Statute of Limitations as affecting the substantive rights of the parties, arguing, (I) that foreigners are not entitled to crowd the tribunals of any nation with suits of their own, and, ( 2) " as little right can they have to insist, that the times, provided by the laws of their country, shall supersede those of the nation, in which they have chosen to litigate their controversies."
47
Story suggests, however, a possible distinction where the Statute of Limitations of a particular country not only extinguishes the right of action, "but the claim or title itself, ipso facto ", and the parties are resident within the jurisdiction during the entire period. Under such circumstances title to personal property held adversely has been recognized, and Story intimates, though he does not state so expressly, that a similar doctrine might be justifiable in cases where a debt is extinguished by reason of the expiration of the Statute of Limitations.
•
Judgments of foreign countries at the time of Story were regarded both in England and the United States merely as prima facie evidence to sustain the action, and to be deemed right until the contrary is established.
49
Since that date they have been deemed conclusive in England and in most of the states of this country in which the question has arisen. 
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The subject of crimes in its international aspects is dealt with to a very limited extent.
50
Under the chapter heading of Penal Laws and Offenses Story states that the common law " considers crimes as altogether local, and cognizable and punishable exclusively in the country, where they are committed." 51 For the same reason a disability imposed for conviction of crime has no extraterritorial effect. Regarding the extradition of criminals, Story agrees with the view that a sovereign is not bound to render up fugitive criminals from other countries. The enforcement of " penal " laws in disputes between private individuals is not alluded to.
In the final chapter, entitled Evidence and Proofs, Story lays down the established doctrine of Anglo-American law that courts will not take judicial notice of the laws of a foreign country, but that they must be proved as facts. 5 2 He also deals with what he calls a" most embarrassing, and as yet (in a great measure) unsettled class of questions " 53 relating to the mode of proving foreign contracts, instruments, and other acts. Story points out that the competency of witnesses is governed in the common law by the lex fori, but intimates that where the only witness to a contract is incompetent, on account of interest, by the common law, but competent by the law of the place where the contract was made, his testimony might be admissible.
54
So far as the Statute of Frauds is involved or the requirement of a stamp, the instrument not being admissible in evidence unless it is properly stamped, Story holds that " in all these cases the proper proof would doubtless be given in conformity with the local law." 55 If we compare this summary of Anglo-American law on the subject of the conflict of laws as it was one hundred years ago with the law of today, we find that it has changed only in minor respects. Its fundamental views and conceptions are the same. Story first formulated them, and where they were not firmly established at the time, they became so, thanks to the great esteem in which his work was held.
A second and considerably enlarged edition of Story's Com-. of laws by a classification of all laws into "personal ", " real ", and " mixed ", a method which bad proven barren of any definite results. Story likewise expresses some of the old ideas, but with him they constitute merely the veneer or " shell "/ 0 but not the groundwork of his treatise. The substance of the Commentaries was based upon the decisions of Anglo-American courts. This constituted a new method and a complete break with that of the statutory school, the fetters of which Story helped to destroy in Europe.
At the time of their publication, in 1834, Story's Commentaries were without question the most remarkable and outstanding work on the conflict of laws which had appeared since the thirteenth century in any country and in any language. One hundred years have elapsed since then, during which, owing to the large increase in international trade and intercourse, the subject of the conflict of laws has gained greatly in importance. In the interval a large number of treatises on the subject have been written in many countries by some of the greatest jurists. Learned societies have been formed to study the problems of the conflict of laws. Legal periodicals have been established exclusively for the same purpose.
International conventions have sought to unify the rules with reference to some of the most important topics. The United States this very year has witnessed the completion of a vast undertaking, the Restatement of the Conflict of Laws by the American Law Institute. During this century great changes have taken place also in the political or juridical conditions of the different countries. In France, Italy, and Germany, the law has been unified, so that before the World War the questions of the conflict of laws could arise in those countries only between such countries and foreign nations. As a result the interprovincial or interstate side of the conflict of laws largely disappeared. But, with the dislocation of physical boundaries as a result of the war, interprovincial law has for the time being gained renewed importance.
71
In the United States the Federal Government has been forced since the time of Story to exercise powers formerly exercised by the states, notably in the field of interstate transportation, so as to prevent questions of the conflict of laws from arising in this field between the states of this country. The due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution has played an ever increasing role in limiting the freedom and power of the state courts and legislatures. In the light of all these developments, what place may Story's Commentaries on the Conflict of Laws be said to occupy today?
So far as Anglo-American law is concerned, important works on the subject of the conflict of laws have since been written in England by Westlake, Dicey, and Foote, which have taken Story's place as authoritative statements of the modern English law. In the United States no similar works have appeared. The only larger treatise on the subject is by Wharton, 72 which made no distinct contribution to the subject. A century after their original publication, Story's Commentaries continue to be freely cited by the courts of the United States.
On the continent many eminent jurists have been attracted by the conflict of laws since the time of Story. The following are among the familiar names, 73 in France, Foelix, Despagnet, Weiss, Laine, Audinet, Surville & Arthuys, Pillet, Vareilles-Sommieres, Bartin, Niboyet, Arminjon, Valery; in Belgium, Laurent, Rolin, Poullet; in Germany, Savigny, Bar, Niemeyer, Zitelmann, Kahn, Neumeyer, Frankenstein, Gutzwiller, Lewald, Melchior, Nussbaum, Wolff; in Holland, Asser, Jitta, Kosters; in Italy, Mancini, Fiore, Lomonaco, Catellani, Fusinato, Contuzzi, Diena, Anzilotti, Cavaglieri, Pacchioni, Ago; in Austria, Walker; in Switzerland, Meili, Roguin, Bracher. Some of these writers have set forth the law of the particular country to which they belonged. Most of them, however, wrote theoretical works dealing with the fundamental principles of the subject. Starting with a priori premises, for which the authors claimed universal validity, they erected thereon, largely by deductive processes, their " systems " of the conflict of laws. This is not the place to indicate differences in the points of view maintained by the authors nor even to attempt a classification of their doctrines. 74 Of importance in this study is to ascertain how they compare with Story as regards their influ-72 A monumental treatise by Professor Beale is to be published in the near future. 78 The authors appear more or less in chronological order, according to the dates of their publications. 74 See BEALE, TREATISE ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1916) 62-113.
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ence upon the conflict of laws. Of the nineteenth century writers two names stand out in this respect above the rest, and these are Savigny and Mancini. Savigny, known everywhere as the great German Romanist and the leading figure of the modern historical school, published five years after the appearance of Story's Commentaries, the eighth volume of his great treatise on modern Roman law, dealing with the application of law from the standpoint of time and place. 75 Savigny looked for a scientific foundation of the rules of the conflict of laws, which would enable them to develop on a universal basis, unhampered by the restricting influences of any particular local system of law. This scientific basis Savigny found to rest in the modern world upon the interdependence of sovereign states. According to Savigny, the problem of the conflict of laws does not involve the question whether the statutes of a particular state or country affect persons, things, or acts (as was the view of the statutory jurists), nor is it primarily a question of the limits of the power of a given legislator. In his estimation the question may be stated thus: " To ascertain for every legal relation . . . that law to which, in its proper nature, it belongs or is subject." 76 This, he said, may be regarded as " a friendly concession among sovereign states ", but " this suffrance must not be regarded as the result of mere generosity or arbitrary will, which would imply that it was also uncertain and temporary ", but as " the proper and progressive development of law ".
77
The judge must apply the law of the state or country to which the legal situation before the court belongs, called by Savigny the " seat " of the obligation.
Savigny's treatise met with a most enthusiastic reception, not only in Germany and on the continent in general, but likewise in England, where it has been referred to, until the appearance of the modern English works by Westlake, Dicey, and Foote, more often than any other work except that of Story. Savigny did not try to find a direct solution for the manifold problems in the conflict of laws, but he sought to find a method which would furnish a key to their solution. The method that he gave to the world was 
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[ Vol. 48 hailed as the veritable beginning of the modern science of the con-, flict of laws, and with it the work of the statutory writers lost on the continent all further influence. Story's Commentaries has created a new epoch in the history of the conflict of laws, but his work was a practical one, based on the experience of AngloAmerican courts. Conditions on the continent were different. The courts did not occupy there the prestige held by them in England, the result being that the continental law was developed by the jurists rather than by the courts. Story's mode of approach was, therefore, foreign to that in vogue on the continent. Moreover, the Anglo-American conflict of laws had grown up along . peculiar channels, influenced by feudalistic conceptions and insular notions of the common law, which were antagonistic to those recognized in continental Europe. While the rich storehouse of ·English and American decisions and the judicial appraisal thereof by a learned and practical-minded judge could not help being appreciated and was in the nature of things drawn upon, Savigny's theoretical work was more in harmony with their mode of thinking. Since its appearance and until the end of the nineteenth century, Savigny's treatise on the conflict of laws may be said to have dominated continental thinking on the subject. The third leading figure of the nineteenth century in the field of the conflict of laws is Mancini. This great Italian statesman occupies a position quite different from that of either Story or Savigny. He wrote neither a great practical work on the conflict of laws of Italy, nor did he launch into the world an epoch-making theoretical treatise. His fame goes back to a lecture delivered by him on January 22, 185I, at the University of Turin on the subject of " Nationality as the Basis of International Law ".
78
In this lecture Mancini propounded a new theory of law, to the effect that law is essentially personal instead of territorial. It is made for a people and not for a territory-for a people whose common consciousness of nationality is derived from the landscape of the country in which they were born, from race, speech, custom, history, law, and religion. Law is territorial only insofar as it is a matter of public order. In the system of Mancini the notion of public policy no longer intervenes by way of exception in the con-78 DELLA NAZIONALITA COME FONDAMENTO DEL DIRITTO DELLI GENU.
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flict of laws as a limitation upon the application of foreign law, as it still does with Savigny. It constitutes one of the two fundamental principles upon which the rules of the conflict of laws rest. If a given provision of a local law is one of public order, it is territorial and applicable to all within the territory, without reference to their nationaiity. If it does not fall within this category, it is personal, and the lex patriae controls. The conclusion last stated was modified, however, by a third fundamental principle, relating to the autonomy of the parties and the idea of liberty, according to which the law chosen by the parties will control, so far as they are free to choose the law.
The new doctrine announced by Mancini, so contrary to that of Story and Savigny, came at a time of national aspirations and for that reason found a welcome response, not only in Italy but elsewhere. The principle of nationality was adopted by the Italian Civil Code, of 1865, as the law governing capacity, status, and domestic relations, the rights of succession upon death, and to some extent the law governing contracts. In the legislation of other countries the lex patriae displaced the lex domicilii as regards capacity and status and in other respects. Mancini's views exerted also great influence upon the courts of continental Europe belonging to the Latin group, especially in the matter of "ordre public". Every legislation dealing with the conflict of laws in Europe since the time of Mancini has made nationality the basis of the personal law in its system of the conflict of laws. It is only in the most recent times that a certain reaction has set in among the continental writers against the views advocated by Mancini, it being recognized today that the law of domicil has a legitimate place alongside that of the lex patriae.
In the twentieth century another person has arisen who deserves to be mentioned in connection with Story, Savigny, and Mancini, as one of the great figures in the field of the conflict of laws. This is Dr. Antonio Bustamante, of Havana, Cuba. A distinguished jurist, his title to recognition among the great personalities in the field of the conflict of laws rests upon his authorship of the Pan-American Code of Private International Law/ 9 which was adopted at the Sixth Pan-American Conference at Havana in 1928, and which has been ratified by many of the Latin-American countries. 5° The scope of the conflict of laws, according to Bustamante, is a two-fold one.
It should indicate what foreign laws should be recognized as operative within a given state or country, and in addition it should set out the limits within which, from an international point of view, the legislation of such state or country should be confined. Similarly to the classification suggested by Mancini's doctrine, Bustamante would divide all laws into three classes: (I) those applying to persons by reason of their domicil or nationality and following them even when they go to another country. These he calls personal, or of an internal public order.
( 2) Those binding alike upon all persons residing within the territory, whether or not they are nationals. These he calls territorial, local, or of an international public order. (3) Those applying only to the expression, interpretation, or presumption of the will of the parties, or of one of them. These he calls voluntary or of a private order. The difficulty with this mode of approach is that it furnishes no solution whenever the countries with which the juridical situation is connected fail to classify their laws in the same manner.
81
It also throws upon the judge of the forum the duty of classifying laws of a foreign country in accordance with the three-fold division above suggested, a task which he is scarcely able to undertake successfully.
Story's general theory of the conflict of laws is presented in the first two chapters of his Commentaries. According to Story, the laws of a country operate proprio vigore only within the limits of their territory. Whatever extraterritorial power they have results from their voluntary recognition, on grounds of comity, by the other states or countries. In thus attributing territorial force to law, Story follows the general maxims formulated by Huber. Story says: " The laws of every state affect, and bind directly all 80 No agreement could be reached at the Conference regarding whether the law of domicil or that of nationality should determine the personal law. The Convention allows each ratifying state to choose between the two. 81 For example, if tw~ foreigners enter into a legal transaction in Cuba and the local Cuban law applicable to the matter is regarded as personal, that is, as falling within the first class, no solution is furnished by the Pan-American Code if the national law of the parties should deem it territorial, that is, as falling within the second class.
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property, whether real or personal, within its territory." a 2 And " no state or nation can, by its laws, directly affect, or bind property out of its own territory, or persons not resident therein, • • • ." as " Whatever force and obligation the laws of one country have in another, depends solely upon the laws, and municipal regulations of the latter, that is to say, upon its own proper jurisprudence and polity, and upon its own express or tacit consent." a 4 Most continental writers have been severely critical of Story's theory of " comity". As used by the Dutch writers the term " comity " had a political connotation, which appears to leave the application of foreign law to the discretion of the courts, instead of basing it upon a duty to do justice. Story stated, however, expressly, that it rested upon " a sort of moral necessity to do justice ".a 5 Nevertheless, no amount of explanation will cause the theory of " comity" to be acceptable to continental jurists, because of the suggestion contained therein that the rules of the conflict of laws have their foundation, not in considerations of law and justice but of self-interest and courtesy to other states. Melli has said of comity that it had prepared a " juridical blind alley" a 6 for our subject, and that it blocked the way to its future development. According to Gutzwiller, a system of the conflict of laws based upon " comity" is " based upon sand ".a 7 Bustamante says that comity is based on such ideas as interest, courtesy, and reciprocity, and that "the name of science cannot be given to them, nor even a practical and useful system be based thereon." as The objection that " comity " implies self-interest, convenience, and utility is in itself without force, for the positive rules of the conflict of laws of all foreign systems rest upon such considera- true merits of Story's Commentaries. In recent years, however, a change has come about in continental thinking, for the exclusive use of the theoretical method has been found insufficient and a more realistic approach in the study of the conflict of laws found to be-indispensable. As a result, Story is honored once more as the first and foremost representative of the practical method. One of the leading German writers, speaking of Story's influence upon the development of the conflict of laws, says that through his influence upon Foelix, Savigny, and Bar he has given Europe "a sound and equitable conception of the conflict of laws ". 95 This is the highest praise that could be bestowed upon any author. In the United States and England, Story is revered today as the father of the conflict of laws. In this one hundredth anniversary year of the publication of his Commentaries, the rest of the world joins the Anglo-American in rendering homage to the great American jurist, and to acclaim him one of the leading personalities of all time in the field of the conflict of laws.
Ernest G. Lorenzen. 
